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Mind the Gap 
Christine Casten 

Executive Director of TWC 

A few years ago, my family traveled to England. While learning to navigate the 
subway system and see the typical sites, we loved hearing the PA speaker say, 
“Mind the gap.”  The doors would open and we would immediately look for the 
gap, step over it and be fully in our destination. Sometimes the gap was fairly 
small, other times it was much wider, but we had to be careful and “mind” our 
steps to shift from the vehicle to where we wanted to be.  
  
Each of us is in a similar situation. We have moved in an accelerated vehicle of 
our transition and are reaching our new destinations. Whether those 
destinations are internal or external territories, we usually have a gap we must 
mind to reach them.  

 
The gap is the difference of who we are to who we are becoming.  

 
 
 
 

God sees us in our current state. He also 
knows what creates the gap toward a way 
of living life to our fullest. 
  

Over the years, the gap has represented many different things.  
 
   Sometimes it is the way we think about things (mindset).  
   Sometimes it is the filter we use to see what is happening around us 
(perceive).  
 
Just like hearing the voice over the PA, language is given toward recognizing 
the gap is present. In a similar way, the discovered truth of how we believe or 
what we see represents the first step of making it over the gap. 
 
Continued... 

 
   



 
 

However, the next thing we have to do is put our mind toward overcoming it. What is 
needed to fill the gap?  Is it something that needs to shift in me, in healing, skill 
development, or a better revelation?  Putting our mind to it creates the space for our choice 
to be made, and idea to move out of theory to reality.  
 
Most people stop here. They have the understanding. They have the solution and they grab 
hold of what it is...and just hold onto it. They miss the fact that this new revelation requires 
a commitment to see it operate. 
 

The next step is action. How do we walk it out?   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

This is truly where the tread of our 
sneakers meet the road. Theory becomes 
application. Practice becomes a habit. Step 
by step, we are able to put one foot on the 
other side of that gap. However, if one foot 
is in the new destination and the other is 
still straddles the gap, we will not be 
grounded. We will not be able to step into 
and hold the ground.  
  
 

Moving fully to the other side of the gap in our lives means that truth becomes a part of us. 
 
It becomes something we do not think about anymore, because it is so embedded in our 
DNA. To establish that truth in your life is the difference between head knowledge and 
knowing that you know, an unshakeable way of living.  
  
What ways are you straddling the gap?  How are you stepping fully into your destination?  
  
 
- Christine  
 
 
 
 

   

 



Warrior Class Training 

New Member Calls:  
 

Warrior Team Calls: 
 

  

 

Training Calls in June 

Champion Team Calls: 
 

 

Warriors & Champions 
 
Graham’s heart is to train us up to be more than foot soldiers. He desires to have us rise up to be 
Warriors, Champions and Game Changers. It is part of our identity we are discovering, learning how to 
grow and live out. 
  

Allison posed the question on one of her Chat with Al training calls. What is the difference between a 
Warrior and a Champion?  How would you define them?  Great questions to explore!  We have on our 
website under Resources, "Warriors Are" Declarations. These are a great litmus test on how many are 
established within us and how have we taken these and impacted our spheres of influence with the 
Kingdom of God. 

 
Graham also has a teaching called The Way of the Warrior and a 3 book series to expound on these on 
the Brilliant Book House website. Within each, you can hear the language of a Warrior and Champion.  
 
One who has a powerful inner life that impacts our external surroundings with the Kingdom of God. One 

that calls people up and sets the enemies armies to flight merely by their presence.  
One who through their permissions releases identity, inheritance and destinies.  

 
These are foundational truths we are all growing up in, establishing and living out. I encourage you all 
to check these resources out and explore the questions Allison brought up above. 

  
  

June 10th with Teresa Morrison 

10 pm PT | 11 am MT | 12 pm CT | 1 pm ET  

New Member Call 

  

June 17th with Meg Mittelstedt 

9 am PT | 10 am MT | 11 am CT | 12 am ET  

Living on a Higher Place 

  

June 25—Juna Light Stayner 

3 pm PT | 4 pm MT | 5 pm CT | 6 pm ET  

Joyful Intentionality – A Passion Driven Life  

June 9th with Christine Casten 

12p PT | 1p MT| 2p CT | 3p ET  

TWC and Me:  Key Territory Fullness and Abundance  

  

June 16th with Judy Austin 

12 PT | 1 MT| 2 CT | 3 ET PM 

The Warrior Journal 

  

June 25th with Susan Morningstar 

1pm PT | 2pm MT| 3pm CT | 4pm ET  

Evidences of Transformation – the Outcome of  Process 

 

June 30th with Christine Casten 

5pm PT | 6pm MT | 7pm CT | 8pm ET 

Introduction to the Warrior Team 

 

June 10th with Karleigh Wood 

7 PT | 8 MT| 9 CT | 10 ET AM 

Processing a Prophetic Word 

  

June 21st with Kathy Brown 

5 PT | 6 MT| 7 CT | 8 ET PM 

The Partnership of Faith and the Will 

  

June 24th with Lecia Retter 

8am PT | 9am MT| 10am CT | 11am ET  

Manifesting Your Spirit: Brokenness and Love 

  

June 24th with Neil Hardisty 

3p PT | 4p MT| 5p CT | 6p ET (10am 2/23 NZT) 

Dreaming in the heat of battle. 

  

June 26th Chat with Allison 

4 PT | 5 MT| 6 CT | 7 ET PM 

 



Karleigh Wood 
Director of Intel 

Knowing we have fullness now and are complete in Christ is means for great celebration. 
Learning to live in His fullness and abundance becomes our journey and joy. It is a powerful 
mindset that shifts our approach from what seems to be missing, lacking or wrong to how do I 
find and operate out of the fullness made available to us.  
 
I also encourage you to journal the following:  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
Testimony: 
Just this last week I had a meeting with other leaders of a Community I am part of.  As I 
purposed a way to bring people to reconciliation a friend told me “you know Dulce, you are 
asking too much!  We’ve been trying to solve this for years but it’s getting worse!”  And I 
said: “What if God has a provision attached already to this situation and we just need to focus 
on that?  What if we have the courage to step forward knowing that God will back us up and 
there’s no way to fail?”  The entire atmosphere of the meeting changed from “negative" to 
being hopeful and some were actually excited! ~ Dulce Gerath 
 
  

 
Key Territories are found on the website. 

Resources/Training Journals 15 & 16 

 

Fullness & Abundance 
This month our community will focus on the  

Key Territory of Fullness & Abundance.  

 

• What new perceptions does He want to give us? 

• What promises are in the place of growth? 

• What aspect of my new man do I get to walk in more completeness? 

• How will walking in fullness change the way I think, see and talk? 

• What other things does fullness and abundance open up? 

 



Warrior Declarations for  

Fullness & Abundance Territory 
 
We thank You Father that we are developing the capacity to live in the fullness of 
life in Christ. We rejoice and receive the abundance of Your great and precious 
promises. You are the Champion Gift Giver—and we are becoming Champion 
Receivers. 
 
We declare and release into this Territory: 
Eyes to see and ears to hear the reality of who we are in Christ and the fullness of 
that inheritance. A spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Christ in us, 
the hope of all glory. 
 
A divine revelation of goodness so massive that it overwhelms and overcomes all 
obstacles, challenges and opposition. 
 
We lock up: 
Limited, measured mindsets and push open the unlocked door of God’s exceeding 
abundance. 
 
Fear of presumption—and with the keys of Perfect Love, we unlock divine 
confidence in Permission Granted, believing God for who He really is. 
 
Budgeting for the worst and unlock the faith that gives and spends for God’s best. 
 
Instead of fearing enemy response, we see all opposition as an opportunity for God’s 
majesty.  
 
Instead of weariness from making ends meet, we choose the confidence of the 
Beloved that perceives Your inheritance as ours.  
 
Instead of considering defeat as an option, we know that with You, nothing is 
impossible.  
 
Instead of trying to think outside the box, we grasp the reality that there is no box. 
We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know 
these truths. That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their 
perceptions, mindsets, language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the 
heart of the Father. 
 
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and 
regions with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to 
be. That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers. 
  
 



Graham in Portland, Oregon 
TWC Testimonies 

 
I'm still overwhelmed by everything that Graham 
released over the weekend at the Identity Reborn 
conference in Portland.  
 
He was so full of energy, joy, and strength! I think 
all that was released to us as well during the 
conference. I remember I was experiencing so 
much joyful and anticipation before the event 
started. I haven't felt like that in a very long time - 
I can't remember when was the last time I felt like 
that. To be honest, I think I've never felt like that. 
Graham's teachings were full of the wisdom.  
 
Graham is truly brilliant in using simple language, 
great analogies and humor. The more I listen to 
him, the more Holy Spirit turns these truths into a 
reality in my life. I was extremely blessed and 
proof of it is that, after the conference, I've found 
myself spontaneously dancing and/or strutting like 
John Travolta in Staying Alive - LOL   

 
Angela Rivera 
Warrior Team Member 

 
 

I have been to many of Graham’s conferences and each new one seems to be better than the last.  
Identity Reborn was about laying the groundwork for how we grow into our identity in terms of our 
relationship with God.  He was brilliant and charismatic full of energy, humor and truth.  I lit up when he 
shared that his talk on Identity Reborn was actually the predecessor to Living Your Truest Identity.    
  
When he spoke of repenting towards the new man and not from the old, I have to admit I missed the next 
few points he made, as I had to process that.  Had I heard this before, but this was the first time it 
registered.  It was more of Grahams deep wisdom for me to absorb.  When he makes simple statements 
like “Look at all my situations and ask God have I received the gift I need for this situation” I find myself 
soaking in the words to ponder.  But these aren’t just ideas.  They’re actions that will alter my life and 
are definitely an everlasting catalyst to grow my relationship with God and growing up in God. 
  
Juna Light Stayner 
New Member Coach 

 

Juna Light-Stayner and Angela Rivera 



Website Feature of the Month 

Brilliant  Book  House  Library 

 
As you know, TWC loves to equip us and raise us up to be all God called us 
to be. One of the best places to get great resources is the Brilliant Book 
House website. But, did you know that you can receive a special discount as 
a TWC member?   
 
Go to the www.twclass.org website and look under the ACCESS tab titled 
Brilliant Book House. You can find the latest discount codes to utilize as a 
TWC member.  
  
Our website even offers a topical index by category to help assist your 
search. It’s easily accessible to find the many resources by Graham, Allison 
and Brilliant Friends. The link takes you to books, CD’s, MP3’s, soakings, 
and worship music. Enjoy exploring one of many privileges of being a 
Warrior!  

 
 
 
 
 
 



News from Santa Barbara 

Allison Bown 
Creative Partner, Writer and Strategist  
for Brilliant Perspectives 

One of the key partnerships between the Brilliant community and The Warrior Class are Brilliant Events, now 
held annually in Anaheim, CA. It’s more than a conference for us. It’s an opportunity to create a catalytic 
environment for encounters with God. So the room arrangement, worship, stage and layout is intentional and 
carefully considered. We want everyone attending to have an experience they can continue to unwrap and 
develop into a lifestyle! 
  
Theresa Cooke and Jenny Taylor are amazing in their vision and creativity towards this outcome. Our newest 
team member: Allie Merrill, is also joining in this year to help bring “Expectation” to life. Here’s a peek at what 
they do so you can not only cheer them on, but also pray for them specifically and powerfully: 
  
Theresa Cooke 
Theresa is the Director of Brilliant Events and the dynamo that makes sure they don’t just happen, but happen 
with excellence! She scouts locations, negotiates contracts with her exceptional favor (the stories are legendary) 
and continually connects with the hotel to provide everything our delegates and production team needs.  
  
Theresa has championed our substantial TWC discount and has made sure we had the rooms we needed for 
Training Days... because she so greatly appreciates the prayer and support TWC has given us through the years! 
  
Jenny Taylor 
Jenny assists Theresa with the negotiation process, scouting and continued visits to the chosen venue prior to 
the event. She sets up online registration and coordinates team communication and volunteers. Once the event 
starts, she is the on-site contact for our volunteer leads and graciously responds to delegates as needed. She 
really is the Queen of Everything! 
  
Meet Allie Merrill! 
Allie is our newest member of the Brilliant team and the 5th (Floor) Wave, assisting Jenny in the office. She is 
part of the Tuesday night millennial group that meets with Graham and Theresa and an incredibly talented 
musician and singer. She’s currently recording her own album, doing all of the instruments and vocals herself. 
She hasn’t broken into song yet at the office, but we’re hopeful!  Allie provides customer support for Brilliant 
Events and will oversee registration and registration volunteers in Anaheim. She’s bright, fun and a wonderful 
addition to the crew.  
  
Currently, we have only about 200 spaces left for “Expectation!”  There are 82 Warrior Class members 
registered so far, so don’t wait. We’ve never filled this early before, so be sure you and your guests have a spot! 
  
 

Jenny Taylor & Allison 

“This year feels like we’re seeing the fullness of a dream we’ve had for several years.  

It’s opening a big space for Brilliant that is exciting. The collaboration between Shawn, Jonathan, 

Melissa and Graham is especially enjoyable to watch unfold. I always look forward to see the 

TWC members. Every year, it’s as if no time has passed at all. We pick up right where we left off. 

You are an amazing contribution and create a divine environment for all delegates to walk into. 

Thank you for your prayers!”  ~ Jenny Taylor, PA to Graham Cooke 

 



 

Juna Light-Stayner 
New Member Coach 

New Members:  

Amber Joss        WY 

Cladia Riley         AU  

Daniela Rasgattino   MN 

Diane Kendrick         TX 

Frank Hasler Germany 

Jennifer St. Onge      MO 

Larry Kendrick         TX 

Shannon Vaut         TX 
 

THE PURPOSE OF THE WARRIOR CLASS:  To empower and equip men and women to become 

world-class warriors living a brilliant life with God. 
  
I don’t know about you, but when I first joined TWC I had no idea what I was stepping into. I had 
no idea of the adventure I was in for. I had expectations based on past experience, but they were 
shot down very early in the travels with TWC (I had nothing to really compare this adventure to).    
  
I was marching blind, ready for whatever was around the next corner or behind the tree up ahead.  
I honestly had no idea of the training I was about to take part in, the level of warfare I would 
encounter in such a joyous manner, or the quality of leadership I was so blindly following. And 
when I stepped into this band of brothers there were only two training journals and no Key 
Territories yet! 
  
Now you have 16 Training Journals and the Key Territories to help lead  
your way. But what we all started with hasn’t changed. To me, one of the  
most important aspects of TWC, even more so than all the training journals  
and Key Territories, are the Values and Principles TWC was founded on.  
  
Oh, I paid little attention to them at first. They were more an academic  
item to check off. I had to read through them and choose one that stood  
out to me along with The Decisions That Define Us. They all looked good.  
They were refreshing after experiencing so many rules and regulations.  
However, the idea that TWC was, and still is, based in process and not  
program hadn’t filtered down to just how impactful it could be.  
  
It was at a training day in Anaheim when the leadership passed out a  
printed copy of the Values and Principles of TWC that I really began  
to take notice. After all, if it was important enough to bring our attention  
to them perhaps that is where my attention should go. 
  
This is where our feet are planted in TWC. The values don’t change. As a community, we can be 
fluid and flexible and organic. The transition we, as a community of warriors, traveled through this 
year is proof of that. But what made it seamless, causing very few waves was that we never 
deviated from those values, or the principles that expand them and the action plans that put them 
into motion. 
  
I have had the joy of realizing that these values are for life not only for TWC. I have been living 
them because of the training. They are a part of climbing the mountain to live higher and they are 
part of being joyfully intentional. They are a part of identity and being and becoming a spiritual 
warrior. They are part of the process. 
  
Each month I have the pleasure of holding a conference call called “Where Our Feet Are Planted.”  
I am looking forward to a brilliant conversation and sharing with you as we traverse the values, 
principles and actions and how they have an effect on our training and our lives. Watch for the 
calendar in the Member Update. After all, it is the process that makes us rich! 
 
 



 

Sharon Rudolph 

Warrior Team Coach 

“Warrior Team is a group of warriors, pioneers and explorers who continue to strengthen their training and 
community through a focused, self-paced training. We climb to new altitudes, acclimate and passionately pursue 
our growth through all training levels and modules. We are team coached and given opportunities for training and 

idea exchanges through conversational calls, specialty training, and an increasing variety of media.” 
 

Intimacy with God supernaturally brings what could feel impossible into our 

reality of everyday life: I am loved – loved by the God of the Universe.  
 
 
Developing intimacy is a skill, a tool, a joyful necessary part of every warrior’s life. On May 10th my 
Warrior Team call embarked on a discovery mission to explore what intimacy with God is on an 
individual basis. We’d all been exploring on our own and this call gave opportunity for people to share 
their personal journey in being loved. 
  
The call’s information foundation was in Allison’s stories in Joyful Intentionality and Graham’s teaching 
from Overcoming Life 2. I knew intimacy as a weapon in my own life, and wanted to convey that to 
others. I heard that same truth in the individual stories of the people gracious enough to risk in this 
adventure with me. The Lord had been showing up in quiet, in worship, in rocking chairs, outside in 
nature, in stillness, in the fjords of Norway, in words written in South Africa, in singing in the spirit, in 
thanksgiving, in a kiss from heaven, in listening to and creating music, and on and on.  
 

His presence knows no bounds. The common thread – you have to look for it and  

intentionally participate in the relationship.  

  
Throughout the month of May, Holy Spirit continued the theme of intimacy and receiving love on Eric 
Dykstra’s call on The Art of Meditation, Focus, and Soaking, and on Lori Mateer’s call on Taking and 
Holding Ground. All of these calls covered great weapons to use as you partner with Jesus to conquer 
whatever giants are in the land, even if that’s your own internal territory of Being the Beloved.  
 
Intimacy can be tough territory to conquer. Sometimes it’s training, but sometimes you just need to 
know that Jesus heals, and He has already removed whatever may be getting in your way.  
  
On July 14th, I’ll be hosting Developing Intimacy 2.0 to pursue this deeper and to provide information 
for those who missed the first call. The Developing Intimacy call in May had some technical 
difficulties, so it was not recorded, but the other two are available under videos on the Warrior Team 
Facebook page.  
  
While you’re waiting to join in the next time around consider this question: “What victories have your 
intimacy with the Lord won for you?” 
 
 
- Sharon  
 



 

Christine Taylor 
Champions Team Coach 

“Champions Team is a company of warriors who have decided to run harder, go faster, climb higher and endure 
longer through a group mentoring process. Momentum is key in everything we do!  Available through application 

after completion of Level 1, we build community through team and training calls, Facebook conversations and 
pouring back into the TWC community in various ways. We are discovering many upgrades to add to our walk.  

If you are interested in applying to the Champions Team, you must have completed ad turned in your Level 1 by 
April 15th, 2017. Look for more information in the Member Update. 

 
 

Champions Team call: Grace Growers or Agents of Change? 
  
 
Grace growers. We all have them, sometimes it seems like we have herds of them like rhinoceros 
ready to trample us at a moment's notice. But what if my perception of this is skewed? 
 
The Lord has been speaking to me about a lens that I had picked up regarding people I see as 
challenging. People He has placed in my life to bring about a change inside of me. Somehow, I had 
picked up a lens that looked at them as someone who is there to torment me until I change. Where 
ever did that come from? If the Lord has brought them into my life, then there is Goodness and Grace 
to be had in the process. What if the challenge is really only in my perception? What if I were to 
embrace the changes He wishes to make inside of me? Could it change how I saw them, and could this 
transform my entire experience?  
 

What if I began to see these formerly “challenging” people as opportunities  
to bring about a change in my heart?  

 
The call on Grace growers on May 10th was rich and the sharing of our collective experiences offered 
a rich wisdom on the changes the Lord has brought about in us. Changes in how we see ourselves and 
others.  
 
In the end, it was all about love. How much love is needed to touch this person?  It is about being able 
to love without expecting anything in return. This is the love that Jesus offers so freely to all of us, 
and our experiences with others are opportunities to dig out the well, replacing the muck and yuck we 
have accumulated over the years with more of Him. To replace this with more living water to pour out 
on a dry and parched land.  
 
Many wonderful experiences were shared. In some of them the other persons heart was changed, but 
in all of the experiences shared what mattered most was that our hearts were changed, and once that 
happened it no longer mattered if the other person ever changed or not.  
 

Are you needing a change of lens in how you see the challenging people in your life? 
 
What if they are there as agents of Divine Exchange? Pointing out something inside of you that the 
Lord has a wonderful upgrade for? Would this change how you saw them?  
  
- Christine  
  



TWC Training Day Schedule 
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 

TWC TRAINING DAY SCHEDULE 
This is a preliminary schedule,  
times are subject to change.  

  
Date/Time 

Wednesday, October 11th  
Directors & Coaches Meet and Eat   
6 pm - 9 pm * Meet in hotel lobby 

Thursday, October 12th  
8 am – 12 pm: TWC Leaders Meeting 

1:30 pm – 5:30 pm: All Members 
7 pm – 9 pm: Worship with Bob Book 

Friday, October 13th 
8 am – 4 pm: All Members 

 
TRAINING DAY GUESTS 

This year we have a large conference room that will accommodate guests. We will have 
personalized name badges and registration at the door. Please send the name of your guest to: 

twc.specialty@gmail.com.  
 

CONFERENCE VOLUNTEERS 
If you've been asked to be a conference volunteer, your registration will be complimentary. 

Jenny Taylor will be in touch with you with more information. 
  

HYATT HOTEL ROOMS 
Please visit www.brilliantperspectives.com to check on hotel rooms. There are also surrounding 

hotels in walking distance. Please check our main Facebook page for a list of hotels in the 
Garden Grove area. 

 
TWC CONFERENCE REGISTRAION DISCOUNT 

The TWC discount link is for TWC members only, kindly register guests separately. The 
discount link can be found in all of our Member Updates as well as on our main Facebook Page. 
 
 

A printable version of the schedule along with the prayer points  
will be in future publications.  

 
 



MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: 
 

Hazel Carter Strachan 
Warrior Team Member 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About you 
I am Hazel Carter Strachan from the beautiful twin-island Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. I 
love the Lord and His Word is my greatest passion and inspiration. Worship is a key that has 
unlocked doors and destroyed barrenness in my life. I have used worship as a weapon since I 
accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as my Lord and Saviour at age sixteen. I am a Human Resource 
and Learning and Development professional. God graciously joined me to “The Warrior Class” 
in April 2016. I stand in a broad place surrounded by opportunities that I can only see through 
the eyes of my new man. I have transitioned from being a survivor to becoming a Warrior and 
one of my strongest bases is being a member of The Warrior Class.  
 
Becoming the Beloved 
I am the beloved of the Lord and His extravagant love changed my lens, I hear the Christ in me 
speaking louder and clearer. I hear and understand the language of love, the pure language that 
can only be understood when I am aligned to the Christ in me. God has trained my mind to 
think with abundance so I do not have an impoverished mentality. I know I am the beloved and 
I expect nothing but goodness and kindness from God. I am overflowing with the goodness and 
kindness of God so when I do not receive it from man I have enough to give, that’s why I can 
pray for my enemies and lavish His love on them. I attract the resources and provision of 
heaven as I understand my identity as the beloved and the lavish abundance that God has 
poured out on me.  
  
What part of God’s nature are you discovering? 
The aspect of His nature that attracts me to Him and makes me feel most relaxed is that of 
Light. He is the light of the world and in His light I see light. Jesus as light provides 
knowledge, understanding, wisdom and revelation that empowers me. Because He is light I am 
attracted to Him. I am drawn by the Light of Life and I feel blessed, special, relaxed, chosen, 
adored, and accepted. I feel that acceptance in the beloved most when the nature of God as 
Light of Life is seen. My name is Hazel, from the biblical Hazael which means the Lord has 
seen. His light has illuminated darkness, old mind-sets, religiosity and lies. The platform of 
lies I once believed has been demolished by His light and I can see. I have a new lens. 
  
In what ways are your thoughts and language being upgraded in TWC? 
Putting on the mind of Christ is no longer an abstract verse in the Bible. It is a reality and I 
have experienced a lens change. My thoughts affect my sight and I see situations differently;  
I see trials as opportunities to plunder, mine and obtain spoils. Joy is literally a language of its 
own. I rename all my situations “pure joy.” I own joyful intentionality and circumstances have 
to come through this territory to get to me. When circumstances pass through they get 
translated, flipped, and renamed. I plunder circumstances in this battle, circumstances do not 
plunder me. My relationship with my husband has improved significantly and I am calling him 
up to how he is known in heaven by walking toward him in the opposite spirit. I no longer use 
language to place demands on him and how I think he should behave. I use language to 
proclaim those demands in the spirit through crafted prayer that moves in the opposite spirit. 
Instead, I abide in love and affection for him so that I am a visual aid to him of true Christ-
likeness and kindness. 
 

 



My Identity Statements   
 
I am a bridal warrior adorned in righteousness with divine access, a portal opener to the palace of 
the King. 
 
I am a daystar gazer one who focuses on the Lord and not circumstances around me. 
 
A giant slayer who enjoys warfare, empowered by the Lord Sabaoth in battle to move mountains. 
 
A light bearer who brings illumination and God’s majesty into any situation, driving out darkness. 
 
 

A wealth distributer, kingdom financier and Seed Sower who 
breaks the back of lack so that God’s resources are distributed 
among His people. 

An atmosphere changer who is a well-maker in Baca a desert waterer in barren territory. 
 
A map maker who is inspired by God as a way-maker the wilderness creates a path as I enter its 
environment, I am a river maker one whose heart is so captivated by God in the desert that rivers 
spring from my inner man. 
 
An oracle and orator of God who constantly scribes and proclaims what God is currently saying. 
 
I am a living epistle Christ lives in me His story and journey in me is His visual aid in the earth. 
 
I am a name-changer on who renames situations so they line up with the Word of God. 
 
A mountain mover who speaks to mountains and they are removed and cast into the sea. 
 
A polygon of wisdom who is an idea generator and thought leader in the spiritual and secular who 
unlocks the minds of Christ so knowledge and understanding can come and be translated into 
Christ’s footsteps in the earth. 
 
I am Beulah, a Bridal Worshipper, married to God I live in divine access to the Throne of Grace. 
 
I am a joy counter who sees and experiences the joy of the Lord in every situation.  
 
I am a journeyman, one who is on a spiritual learning journey developing new skills with the ability 
to teach others to do the same. 
 
I am a time redeemer with the ability to turn back time through acceleration.  
 
 
 
 


